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davinci resolve 18 and blackmagic design fusion are two industry firsts! in fusion, you can
create professional 3d visual effects using the same timeline that you are working on in

davinci resolve. when you import a 3d project into davinci resolve fusion, it automatically
creates a proxy of the 3d effect inside davinci resolve. this allows you to work in a

professional editing environment while using the same 3d project. you can do your 3d
work on a fully functional timeline in davinci resolve, then do your grading and color
correction in fusion. learn more davinci resolve 18 has lots of new tools and features.

davinci resolve 18 is a massive release with hundreds of features that customers have
asked for. davinci resolve 18 includes a new davinci resolve 18 compression codec. the
davinci resolve 18 compression codec is a revolutionary new compression codec that

compresses frame data, not metadata, so it dramatically reduces the size of your video
files. davinci resolve 18 has a new proxy generator app that allows you to easily create
proxy files for your projects. learn more davinci resolve 18 and fusion both include the
new davinci resolve 18 compression codec and the davinci resolve 18 proxy generator

app. davinci resolve 18 and fusion both support a broad range of third party plugins, such
as the new blackmagic design media management plugin. davinci resolve 18 and fusion

both offer two major new features that are quickly becoming industry standards:
blackmagic design's new neural engine and fairlight. the davinci neural engine uses

machine learning to enable powerful new features such as facial recognition, speed warp
and more. the davinci neural engine can even recognize and automatically detect faces

and objects in your video files. davinci resolve 18 and fusion both offer an advanced
integration with blackmagic design's new proxy generator app, which makes it easy to

create proxy files for your projects. learn more
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davinci resolve allows you to effortlessly perform dozens of complex tasks
with a single click. this includes automatic features like object and film

names, automatic media binning and color correction. you can also assign
the same command to more than one key. this means that all you have to
do is press one key to get all the functionality of that command. you can

then assign any command to any key, so that you can toggle the
command on and off with a single click! davinci resolve enables you to

perform visual effects with the speed of a mouse click. with the ability to
cut, copy, split and paste items, you can drag any object from one shot to

another. a new timeline feature lets you move multiple items at once,
making it easy to apply a visual effect to multiple shots. learn more the

davinci resolve 16 camera monitor lets you watch and make adjustments
to your color corrected images while theyre being displayed on your

computer. the wide array of options lets you fine tune the entire look of
your image, including customizing the white point, brightness and gamma.

when the color corrected images are displayed on the 4k display, theres
also a huge array of color, brightness and exposure controls. a series of
keyframes make it easy to track your changes over time. you can also

create and apply custom color correction profiles in order to achieve a look
thats unique to your project. theres also support for dual display! learn

more davinci resolve 18 is a truly game-changing release. davinci resolve
18 features blackmagic design's new compression codec, the davinci
resolve 18 compression codec. it is the most efficient codec available

today for working with video data. to reduce video file sizes, resolve 18
uses a compression algorithm that works on the actual frame data, rather

than its metadata. by doing this, resolve 18 is able to compress more
information into each frame without losing any quality. the davinci resolve

18 compression codec offers incredible compression potential while
preserving the highest possible quality. the davinci resolve 18

compression codec is integrated into davinci resolve 18. more information
on the davinci resolve 18 compression codec can be found here. learn

more 5ec8ef588b
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